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INTRODUCTION
NQ International Pte. Ltd. (“NQ International”), based in Singapore, offers strategic business development advice
and solutions to organisations keen to establish or invest in Asia.
Specialising in Asian and Middle East markets, NQ International’s current target sectors include multifamily
businesses and financial services/investment groups who could benefit from the comprehensive range of wealth
advisory and related financial skills available in Singapore, and leverage on the potential growth of the Asian
markets.
NQ International will facilitate and ensure execution of the specific requirements of its clients, working closely with
the clients and the various specialist product and service providers in the financial services
industry.

SERVICES
“Failing to plan is planning to fail” - Alan Lakein
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Strategic advice and solutions for businesses and investment groups keen to establish in
or expand into Asia:
This includes identifying, positioning and ensuring execution for domestic and cross border joint-ventures,
acquisitions and investments, working with its clients at exploratory, transition and implementation levels.
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Wealth planning and advisory services for multi-family offices establishing in or expanding
into Asia:
Targeting Asian and Middle East groups, NQ International offers customized, holistic wealth management
solutions which are completely objective and practical. We do not manage funds, render tax advice or offer
insurance and investment advice or products.
Working exclusively with “best of class” providers, NQ International’s service is to expertly coordinate and
evaluate the client’s wealth advisory, financial and asset managers, and their recommendations. We ensure
all parties remain focused on our client’s overall wealth management goals and vision.
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Talent identification for wealth advisory services:
NQ International has alliances with wealth advisory executive search specialists to help enhance human
capital within the wealth management industry. Together, we will identify, assess, mentor and position suitably
qualified individuals with organisations and family offices.
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PROFILE:
Mrs. Noor QUEK
Managing Director and Founder
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Noor has 35 years experience in a broad range of banking and financial services with
various established institutions. Her previous positions, all based in Singapore, with
regional responsibilities, include being Director and Head, Business Development (South
East Asia), The Citigroup Private Bank, Director, Business Development (South East
Asia), GE Capital and Deputy Managing Director, Rabobank Asia Ltd (Merchant Bank);
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Noor’s main area of expertise is in initiating, negotiating and facilitating implementation of
wealth advisory and financial transactions. This has evolved from her extended years in
the industry where she has managed account relationships and lead teams, for
international high networth individuals, families and corporations.
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Noor has extensive experience in wealth management as well as in cross border
corporate finance, investment banking, joint-venture, and merger and acquisition relatedtransactions. Her market strengths are South East Asia, the Middle East and Europe.
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Noor’s wide network of clients and institutions extend globally to include providers of key
professional services such as trust services, tax, real estate and fund management.
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Noor is based in Singapore and founded NQ International in October 2007.!
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With Affiliations in:
Jakarta

Kuala Lumpur

Qatar

London

Beijing
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